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WE ARE A SHIPYARD
building a ship for the Mediterranean together

Inscribing the act of hospitality on the Intangible Cultural Heritage of Humanity
At this very moment, on the open sea of the Mediterranean, rescue sailors are at work.
Men, women and children will have their lives saved thanks to their precise actions,
their intervention techniques tested over the years, and the care provided by their
crew members on board. These sailors are not only saving the lives of people in exile,
but undoubtedly a part of our very reason. The Mediterranean Sea, its shores and the
landscapes that extend them to our doorsteps, would definitely be horrifying if these
gestures that, on sea as on land, make a stranger a guest, disappeared. We hold on to
these acts of hospitality that are taking place today on migratory routes as much as
they hold us. They have the significance of a major heritage for our children, who, as we
know, will experience migratory movements a hundredfold. This is why, with collectives,
associations, groups of inhabitants, artists and researchers, PEROU is committed to having
them registered as Intangible Cultural Heritage of Humanity.
As coordinator of PEROU’s actions, Sébastien Thiéry has made this the focus of his
writing residency at the Académie de France in Rome in 2019-2020, using UNESCO’s
ICH-01 form, known as the «urgent safeguarding» form, to complete it. This form lists a
number of documents required for the application: a written description of the element
and the community concerned; 10 high-definition images; a 5 to 10 minute film. Various
collaborations set up in 2020 made it possible to undertake the necessary research for
this file: the opening of a written archive of acts of hospitality taking place today, with
authors in France and Italy and the complicity of Mireille Delmas Marty and Erri De
Luca; the creation of a photographic memory of what European citizens are building
every day to meet people in exile, with artists and inhabitants of Rome, in collaboration
with the Stalker collective and photographers from all over Europe; the prefiguration of
a «Cinémathèque de l’hospitalité» without walls, with the Marseille festival Image de
Ville, the Association des auteurs et réalisateurs du Sud-Est and, to date, some twenty
filmmakers.
The UNESCO ICH-01 form also requires the definition of a «safeguarding plan» to be
implemented as a matter of urgency. With a view to keeping the act of hospitality alive
and passing it on to future generations, two obvious projects are currently underway: in
Paris, in collaboration with the inhabitants of the La Chapelle district, the design of the
«Très Grand Hôtel», an architectural and urban project consisting of the celebration and
increase in the practice of civil hospitality; in the Mediterranean Sea, in collaboration with
rescue sailors, the design of an avant-garde vessel that is able to support their gestures
and make them grow.

« Œuvre », imperative of the action verb « œuvrer »
In February 2020, the Centre Pompidou-Metz invited Sébastien Thiéry to design a
«command» for the museum’s tenth anniversary, and a piece questioning the institution’s
future. « Œuvre » is the watchword inscribed on the building’s façade, suggesting the
imperative for action behind the noun. Following this path, a reflection is being developed
with the naval architect Marc Van Peteghem and the designer Marc Ferrand with a view
to proposing to the museum the creation of a ship to be made available to organisations
saving lives in the Mediterranean Sea. It is a question of affirming that the mission of
a public cultural facility must today be understood and extended to shelter, magnify
and support these acts of rescue of inestimable value for humanity. It is a question of
proposing to the Metz museum, but also to other museums, theatres, art centres, opera
houses, cinemas, art schools and third places to include in their common programme
the creation of such a habitable work involving artists, architects, graphic designers,
researchers, survivors, sailors and citizens. This ship is then envisaged as a common work,
as the horizon of a creative mobilisation.
A first phase of studies was developed in 2020 to evaluate the relevance of these
hypotheses from the point of view of the rescue sailors and the organisations that engage
them at sea today. Interviews, work sessions in Marseille, surveys on board existing boats
and in the archives built up over the last five years, confirmed the need for such a project:
the ever-increasing migratory movements and the more than 4,000 drownings per year
in the Mediterranean Sea require the invention of specific and particularly ambitious
intervention tools; the difficulty of relations with state organisations requires giving a
new lease of life to rescue operations and protecting in a different way the ships that
are constantly prevented from sailing. Together with the architects and engineers, we
extended the investigation by drawing and sketched the outlines of a pioneering mass
rescue vessel. Together with researchers in architecture and design, we drew up the first
scenarios for a flagship, placed under the aegis of UNESCO and under the European flag,
standing on the waves like a high place of humanity, offering the best conditions for the
deployment, on board, of gestures of care, benevolence and friendship.
Linking up to reach the sea
Today we are opening the shipyard to new and necessary alliances: scientific, artistic,
institutional, industrial, literary, choreographic. This ship is a world to be populated with
languages, technologies, materials, stories, lights, graphic signs and rights. It must be tied
to multiple home ports, institutional or open country, and find anchors on dry land that
will be the strength to remain unstoppable tomorrow. It needs finances, ideas, tools, a
name, instruments for locating endangered boats, multilingual signage, and many other
inventions that are on the agenda of the research and creation programme underway. We
invite all those who, together with us, will keep and amplify the actions of rescue sailors
in the open sea.

un navire pour la Méditerranée, un navire au milieu des terres

naviguer, sauver

abriter, habiter

partager, raconter

relier, arriver

le navire

LISTENING TO THE GESTURES OF RESCUE SAILORS
architectural programme for a ship for the Mediterranean after 6 months of surveys with
those who provide hospitality on the high seas today

I. optimising the experience of rescue sailors (sailing, saving)

1. approach
move, patrol, observe, watch, spot, deploy, approach, reassure, intervene, rescue, bring back,
embark, operate, resuscitate, care, secure, protect.
propulsion, energy, economy, visibility, appendages, tools, speed, manoeuvrability,
communication, thresholds, reliability, robustness, stability, logistics, storage, block, surgery,
respirators.
2. programme
a. thinking about navigation :
- hybrid propulsion system allowing high speed (15 to 20 knots)
- 3 months fuel autonomy
- stability of the vessel, less rolling, safer reception on board
b. thinking about intervention :
- multiple observation capacities: on high deck, sheltered, for 360° binocular surveillance;
by onboard search tools (tethered drone with good lens so as not to have to get too close
to the boats in danger and with night and thermal cameras; possibly seaplane ULM;
binoculars; access to public satellite data)
- multiple capacities for deploying tenders: two medium-sized RHIBs (6-7 metres) on a
davit; two large ones (10-12 metres) in a riffle; «banana» style buoys; rafts
- helicopter landing zone for medical cases
- lighting for interventions, telescopic masts
c. thinking about boarding :
- multiple methods of access to the vessel: by invert with winch or gondola; on landing
platform on deck; by planking door and deployable ladder.
- reception area on board equipped for first aid: benches, showers
- storage of clean clothes and welcome kits near the reception area
- operating theatre accessible by stretcher near the reception area on board
- observation room with respirators (6 beds)
- morgue (10 bodies)

d. think volumes:
- capacity for 400 survivors; double capacity in extreme situations
- crew capacity of 40 people
- storage capacity for 2 months of navigation (1,000 life jackets; 1,000 reception kits; food;
water; medical equipment; waste water; sorted and compressed waste)
- crane for storage and retrieval
e. thinking about the life of the crews :
- crew area separated from the area inhabited by the survivors: a meeting and training
room; a mess hall.
- spaces for sports activities, readings and screenings, particularly during quarantine
periods
- a studio for two researchers, artists and architects
- single or double cabins with natural light
- simple and rapid circulation of teams throughout the ship (vertical and horizontal)
f. design the general signage elements :
- ship as a signal (lights, colours, signs, texts): to signify welcome, rescue, friendship
- general information and guidance on board: give priority to signs, logos and pictograms.
3. definitions
- for sailors: a cutting-edge tool for mass rescue
- for the survivors: a ship that signifies the end of the ordeal
- for civil society: a means to cope with the upheavals of this century

towards a ship envisaged as a pioneering tool for intervention at sea

II. fostering reception, listening, care (sheltering, living)

1. approach
fall asleep, wash, feed, isolate, listen, wash, care, watch, accompany, give birth, play, unfold,
adapt, live together
silence, light, privacy, nutrients, sanitary facilities, mirrors, proximity, coverings, storage,
waste, modularity, flexibility, reversibility
2. programme
a. thinking about rest :
- a place for men on the one hand, a place for women and children on the other
- flexibility and appropriation, a place of «rebirth
- designed to ensure comfort but not to create inequalities
- special care for sleep: deploying hammocks, weaves, light devices, light, quiet, materials
- in anticipation of the innumerable, the overcrowded: unfold, unfold, increase the space
b. thinking about daily care :
- showers, toilets, mirrors near the living areas
- drinking water production capacity and multiple fountains available
- hygiene, disinfection: easily cleanable housing materials
- isolation and listening: a secluded place to talk with team members
- equipped work space for a midwife and necessary storage
c. thinking about circulation :
- possibility of looking after people, of moving to them quickly
- easy circulation in the event of a medical emergency to quickly reach the block from all
decks (stretcher dimensions)
- easy lateral circulation for gathering in case of danger (Muster station)
3. definitions
- for seafarers: a place of peace
- for survivors: a place to sleep
- for civil society: a floating emergency reception centre

to a ship envisaged as a refuge on the high seas

III. creating the conditions for collective life (sharing, telling)

1. approach
inform, gather, reunite, distribute, exchange, meet, witness, tell, project
languages, multitude, exchanges, openness, common, generosity, horizons, traces, signs,
sounds, memory
2. programme
a. thinking about the common space :
- collective practices with variable geometry
- maximum view of the horizon: fixing the shores
- moments of distribution, food (morning and evening) and shared words
- sanitary facilities on all the bridges
b. thinking about the word :
- information on the present and future situation
- meetings with the teams
- multilingualism: multilingual and removable signs in literal Arabic, Persian, Urdu, Farsi,
Bengali, Tingrynia, Somali, English and French.
- possibility of image projection
c. thinking about circulation and reversibility :
- collective life between the first reception area and the living area
- quick access to the hospital
- possible reception of additional people for accommodation: space, modularity
3. definitions
- for rescue workers: a place to live
- for the survivors: a place of welcome
- for civil society: a public space at sea

towards a ship envisaged as a European public square

IV. forging new links with the shore (connecting, arriving)

3. definitions

1. approach

- for the rescue sailors: the first ship of a fleet for the 21st century
- for the survivors: a place of welcome for future exiles
- for civil society: a European research laboratory for the future

co-founding, co-designing, co-producing, mobilising, weaving, docking, disembarking,
resourcing, repairing, leaving, anticipating, inventing, creating, innovating, starting again
citizens, communities, mobilisation, attachments, territories, rear base, ports, quays, flag,
Europe, heritage, humanity, future, to come
2. programme
a. thinking about the return of the ship to the quayside :
- sensitive disembarkation area: gangway
- links to the port, to the rear base, to a permanent presence on land, and to a home port
in Marseille
- the issue of supplies, storage and retrieval: crane(s), accessibility
b. think about the link to the mainland for the survivors:
- do not just «not drown», they think about the shore: accompany the dreams
- inform about the future, about resources, about rights, about tools
- connect to places and actions and collectives in the territory: give each other news
c. think of the design process as an act of foundation:
- a ship protected by art: a creation at the interface between multiple cultural sites
- a ship protected by UNESCO: flags, signs, emblems
- a ship carried by citizens: a manifest ship, a common work, the result of citizen
mobilisation on the project and the name of the ship
- a ship protected by Europe: attached to a port which is a continent, placed under a
European flag to be founded
- to bring the rescue out of its solitude, to strengthen it through new alliances with the
territories
- to constitute the elements of language to make the ship live and defend it on the public
scene
d. to think of a European fleet for the 21st century:
- a prototype ship: one of the 10 ships needed today to rebuild a hospitable Europe
- a project to be documented: an archive of the shipyard for future shipyards
- a ship from which 9 other ships will be invented: permanent research and creation on
board

towards a ship envisaged as a laboratory for present and future actions

COMING SOON
multidisciplinary research and design programme for 2021

1. outline of the study and design schedule
- April 2021: programme, sketch, plans, 100th scale model
- June 2021: preliminary design
finalisation of the studies on the volumes, dimensions and plans of the vessel by integrating the regulatory and technical constraints
opening of the multidisciplinary research and creation programme (workshops
workshops, public meetings)
cost estimate
- October 2021: first elements of the detailed design
production of the first technical documents: plans, sections, elevations, dimensions
description of the technical systems
creation of the first art and design elements: furniture, signage, lighting
cost estimates.
- December 2021: finalisation of the preliminary design
50th scale model
final drawings for consultation with companies and shipyards
exhaustive description of the services
first assessment of the multidisciplinary research and creation programme
- June 2022: project
finalisation of the multidisciplinary research and creation programme
finalisation of the studies for the start of construction.
- September 2022: construction site
- June 2023: delivery and availability of one or more organisations

2. research to be developed this year 2021

sailing, saving
a pioneering tool for intervention at sea

sheltering, living
as a refuge on the high
about the refuge

about financing

about observation
about the law
about speeches

about deck
about gestures

about the medical side

about signs

about ecology
about food
about the name

sharing, telling
a European public square

about storage

about the residence

about the water

connecting, arriving
a laboratory for present and future actions

about the name:
a ship named by children, elderly people, survivors, authors, members of collectives,
individuals attached to its existence, sailors, in particular through writing workshops to be
set up over two years.
How can civil society be mobilised to give the ship a name?
What forms of solicitation of authors and writers to write and/or have written?
What forms of writing sessions should be set up in public places, cultural places, partner
places, schools?
What forms of intervention in the public space, on a scale of 1, to test possible names?
What form of publication should be envisaged for this work (a collective work)?

about the law:
a vessel displacing representations of rescue at sea, constituted under the aegis of the
Intangible Cultural Heritage of Humanity, carried by citizens, placed under the aegis of
Europe, conceived as a work, «really made», and protected as such.
what legal strategies should be used to ensure that the ship exists as a work and that its
navigation is protected under copyright law?
What are the legal strategies to have the ship recognised as a research vessel on mass
rescue in the Mediterranean Sea, on gestures, techniques, stories, imaginary worlds?
What kind of set-up: owner, shipowner, charterer, user?
Which flag, and how to make the creation of this ship the occasion for the creation of a
European flag?
What relationship with UNESCO over the long term, what modes of recognition?

about gestures:
A ship designed from present gestures, a building bearing the imprint of practices that are
being invented on the fronts of hospitality in the Mediterranean Sea today, constituted as
a document that must serve to invent the ships of tomorrow.
What long-term archive should be created on the intervention practices of rescue sailors?
What sound encyclopaedia of gestures should be developed from one person to another
today?
What methods should be used to share this research work?

about observation:
a vessel equipped with the most effective systems for detecting boats in danger, by night
and day, at great distances.
what on-board tracking technologies (tethered drones, binoculars, etc.)?
What flying equipment (ULM, seaplane)?
What access to satellite data?
What relationships and information exchanges between organisations?

about the medical side:
a ship equipped with instruments allowing vital surgical interventions, rapid and massive
resuscitation operations.
What surgical equipment?
What equipment should be used in case of extreme emergency (respirators, etc.)?
What equipment for the conservation of the bodies of the deceased?
What equipment for the midwife?
what ventilation systems for the separation of areas in case of contamination?

about storage:
a vessel maximising the cubic metres of storage, offering optimal management,
conservation and circulation systems.
what methods of compaction and compression?
what distinct storage qualities (refrigeration, ventilation, etc)?
what bearings are possible?

about ecology:
a ship at the forefront of sustainable development issues and with a minimal carbon
footprint.
what equipment in terms of wind propulsion wings?
What materials should be used to build the ship (steel, aluminium, cork, etc.)?
What waste management on board (waste compactor, sorting, etc)?
What management of the boats and wrecks of the survivors (recovery, marking with
beacons, etc)?

about the refuge :
a ship offering a place to live on high ground, at a distance from the sea, allowing to
accommodate large numbers of people, offering them the opportunity to get back to sleep.
what modular solutions can be used to accommodate the number of people?
people?
what solutions between large collective space and extreme isolation?
what solutions in terms of materiality for easy cleaning and disinfection?
what windows, what lights, what thinking about looking towards and at?
what somatic techniques, what ways of accompanying people, what individual spaces to
find rest?

about food:
a ship at the forefront of food quality from a nutritional and gustatory point of view, in the
extreme conditions of sea rescue.
what specific foods for people with severe trauma?
What quality is possible for massive quantities?
What are the energy requirements, what are the dietary qualities?
What kitchen equipment is needed, what specific storage capacities?
What specific distribution and consumption areas?

about the water :
a ship with the most advanced technologies for the various uses of water.
what overall management of water on board (showers, washing the ship, consumption)
what systems for producing drinking water and treating waste water?

about deck :
a ship characterised by a manifest main deck: free, open, modular, reversible, shelterable,
habitable.
what architectural and design solutions for maximum reversibility?
What accommodation facilities are possible in continuity with the refuge?
What materials and design elements should be used for this European public square?
what protection systems should be used to avoid bodies falling into the sea?

about signs :
a ship-emblazoned as a friendly vessel on the high seas and functioning on board as a
Mecca of multilingualism and political friendship.
what signs to issue at sea (graphics, lighting), what regulatory constraints?
what permanent signage systems should be used on board (functional communication,
multilingualism, pictograms, screens, etc.)
what forms of non-functional statements on board, what writings can be shared?

about the residence :
a research vessel on the gestures of rescue and welcome in the Mediterranean Sea
allowing researchers, artists, architects to continue the investigation on the fronts of
hospitality and to imagine other vessels to come.
what partnerships are needed to develop a research and creation residency?
what spaces are needed: workshop, photo studio, sound equipment, etc.?
what means of connection to the open sea, what bandwidth on board?
what long-term relationships with cultural institutions, schools, communities?

about financing:
a ship of approximately 25 to 30 million euros, involving local shipyards as much as
possible.
What are the funding strategies, particularly from the heritage and contemporary art
sectors?
What commitment from local, French and European authorities?

about speeches:
a vessel imagined as a new basis for a European policy on hospitality, woven into and
through a writing process that makes it possible to transmit to public players the
elements of thought and language necessary for its existence.
what arguments and what narrative to defend the creation of a European fleet, and to
make this first ship endlessly unstoppable?

www.perou-paris.org
www.vplp.fr
www.ateliermarcferrand.fr
coordinateur : Sébastien Thiéry
contact@perou-paris.org
+33 6 12 34 70 28
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